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Building Acousti cs - Outside

Facade opti mizati on
No theoreti cal limit on the number of elements

Opti mized for large areas
Ideal for noise remediati on

Clearly structured
User defi nable for each building

Huge transmission loss library
Free and regularly updated

Full documentati on (including cost calculati on)
Ready for your report - no post-editi ng necessary
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Building Acousti cs - Outside can be 
used to proof the acousti c proper-
ti es (the transmission loss) of a room 
envelope against outdoor noise. The 
module can be used independently 
from the rest of SoundPLAN. In this 
case, the user enters the relevant out-
door levels manually. It is, however, 
more convenient to use previously 
calculated single point receivers or 
facade noise maps as the basis. This 
tool can be used for a single building, 
but includes all the infrastructure 
needed to simultaneously investi -
gate hundreds of potenti al buildings 
while keeping track of all necessary 
informati on. For each building, the 
user can assign pictures to visualize 
the object, and assign owners and 
tenants from a database so all need-
ed informati on is readily available to 
make appointments and to address 
lett ers. The interior structure of a 
building is completely fl exible. Avail-
able objects are fl oors, apartments 
(fl ats) and rooms. The layout of the 
facade is assigned for each room. 
The building envelope can consist of 

an infi nite number of elements and 
outdoor levels. The setup of an ele-
ment can be a combinati on of a wall 
and embedded objects like windows 
and doors. The user can enter the 
transmission loss as single, octave 
or 3rd octave values, or the data can 
be loaded from a large database. For 
single panel walls, the transmission 
loss can even be calculated with an 

integrated calculator. The project 
output is fl exible, ranging from the 
total documentati on of the whole 
project with all objects and elements, 
or just a list of needed acti ons and 
associated costs, making Building 
Acousti cs Outside a very useful noise 
remediati on tool.

STANDARDS: 
24. BlmSchV · DIN EN 12354-3 · DIN 4109 · 2. FlugLSV · VDI 2719
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Constructi on library with transmission loss


